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Introduction 

Corporate philanthropy can be an effective tool for companies trying to meet rising expectations of 
the role that business should play in society, but not all are using that tool as well as they should, 
learning through the process that it’s much more than just about writing a check to charity. Now, with 
corporate responsibility legislation in India mandating a minimum of 6,000 Indian companies to give 
2% of their net profits to charitable causes, the onus to identify socially responsible projects and 
explain a rationale for giving activities in annual reports is greater than ever. 

What should priorities be for investing more than 20,000 crores ($3 billion) of corporate 
philanthropy? What are the smartest ways to tackle India’s serious social issues? How will 
business focus and manage their efforts? How will they measure progress? What companies 
and non profits are now having the most positive impact in India and why? What can they 
teach us? 

Ever since India’s independence in 1947, various national schemes have been launched with the view 
to improve the health, educational, and economic status of India’s people. Despite the existence and 
launch of various programs and policies to address major areas of concern, progress toward goals on 
many issues has been slow and utilization of services offered rather low. We need to do better. 

Recognizing and shaping the long term benefits of contributing to sustainable development while 
generating financial returns is the opportunity at hand for companies. The cumulative impact of 
diverse corporate responsibility actions can achieve unprecedented positive social or environmental 
outcomes across the globe and India must shine a light on best practices. While the nonprofit sector 
affords a rich canvas for advancing sustainability goals, philanthropists should be discerning, proactive 
and informed about the investments they make. If our increased spending is to achieve results 
intended by the Act – then it needs to be done strategically, systematically and thoughtfully. Serial 
giving helps no one. 

Per the Act, companies must determine which sector and issues to focus on to ensure significant 
positive impact and benefit the disadvantaged, marginalized and excluded in their local regions. 
Vardaan believes that making it easier to and learn about pre-screened, vetted nonprofits who meet 
the criteria for inclusion in our catalogue will help companies advance and intensify efforts around 
effective philanthropy. Let us help you find and fuel the right partners. 

We’re doing the due diligence homework so you can give well. 
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Organizations with Primary Focus Area 

1. 
Eradicating Hunger, Poverty And Malnutrition, Promoting Preventative Health Care And 
Sanitation And Making Available Safe Drinking Water; 

  

 People Tree Foundation

 Smile Foundation

 

 Bangalore Speech and Hearing trust 

 The Anonymous Indian Charitable Trust 

2. 
Promoting Education, Including Special Education And Employment Enhancing Vocation 
Skills Especially Among Children, Women, Elderly, And The Differently Abled And 
Livelihood Enhancement Projects; 

  

 Agastya International Foundation 

 BalSambal 

 Bangalore Speech and Hearing trust 

 Colours of Life 

 Diya Foundation Hope Trust 

 Industree Foundation 

 Kalkeri Sangeet Vidyalaya 

 Meghshala 

 Paraspara Trust 

 Purnapramati

 Shanthi Bhavan

 Smile Foundation

 Spandana

 TIDE

 Unnati

 Ujwal Trust

 Vrutti

3. 
Promoting Gender Equality, Empowering Women, Setting Up Homes And Hostels For 
Women And Orphans; Setting Up Old Age Homes,Day Care Centres And Such Other 
Facilities For Senior Citizens And Measures For Reducing Inequalities Faced By Socially 
And Economically Backward Groups; 

  

 BalSambal 

 Hope Trust 

 Industree Foundation 

 Kalkeri Sangeet Vidyalaya 

 Premaanjali 

 
 Red Dot Foundation (Safecity) 

 Smile Foundation 

 Spandana 

 TIDE 

 Vrutti 

4. 
Ensuring Environmental Sustainability, Ecological Balance, Protection Of Flora And Fauna, 
Animal Welfare, Agroforestry, Conservation Of Natural Resources And Maintaining Quality 
Of Soil, Air And Water; 

 
 TIDE  The Anonymous Indian Charitable Trust 
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5. 
Protection Of National Heritage, Art And Culture Including Restoration Of Buildings And 
Sites Of Historical Importance And Works Of Art, Setting Up Public Libraries, Promotion 
And Development Of Traditional Arts And Handicrafts; 

 A Hundred Hands 

 Industree Foundation 

 Kalkeri Sangeet Vidyalaya 

 

 Srishti School of Arts Design and Technology 

 The Subramaniam Academy of Performing 
Arts 

6. 
 
Measures For The Benefit Of Armed Forces Veterans, War Widows And Their Dependents; 

  

7. 
Training To Promote Rural Sports, Nationally Recognized Sports, Paralympic Sports And 
Olympic Sports; 

  

8. 
 
Slum Area Development 

 

 

 BalSambal 

9. 
Technology Incubators Located Within Academic Institution Which Are Approved By The 
Central Government; 

  

10. 
 

Rural Development Projects. 

 

 Industree Foundation 

 Vrutti 
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Health 
 

Across India, access to health care remains a pressing problem, exacerbated by the country's large 
population and shortage of doctors. Nowhere is this challenge more acute than in rural India. 
According to Health Ministry statistics, the doctor-to-patient ratio for rural India is one to 30,000; 
whereas the World Health Organization recommends a ratio of one to 1,000. In urban areas, rapid 
growth and overcrowding also poses a major challenge. Aggressive steps have been taken to combat 
the spread and reverse the incidence of major and communicable diseases but more effort is needed 
to solve India's most pressing health issues and disparities. While health indicators have improved 
over time and progress has been made since 2009 when the World Bank claimed India was losing 6% 
of its GDP due to “premature deaths and preventable illnesses”, providing better services and 
eliminating disparities across caste, gender and rural-urban location is critical. Women, especially poor 
women, continue to be disproportionately affected. The shortage of qualified health practitioners, an 
increase in drug resistance, high risk factors for certain diseases all compound the challenge and while 
long term sustainable health system solutions continue to be examined and debated, provision of 
health services to those most in need is often channeled through India's network of nonprofits. Manu 
are working towards relief, treatment, and preventive health care and tackling challenges such as 
immunization, health education and hygiene, nutrition, reproductive health, integrated care services, 
drug abuse, HIV AIDS, cancer, T.B., Leprosy, mental health, bio medical research, alternative and 
indigenous medicine. Better health outcomes are made possible by charitable organizations providing 
outreach, access, education and support. Improvements in maternal health, immunizations, and child 
health and nutrition interventions as well as promotion of basic sanitation practices and availability of 
safe drinking water are all vital to a healthy India which is really the foundation on which greatness 
depends. 
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Economic Development  

One of the largest economies in the world and an increasingly important player in the emerging 
global order, India is still home to the largest number of people living in absolute poverty and the 
largest number of undernourished children. For the true potential of India to be achieved, 
broadbased economic growth must support the social well being of all of its citizens. In reality, 
large differentials in all social development indicators exist between rural and urban India. 
Additionally, gender, caste and class are also systematically associated with disparate well-being 
outcomes. Reduction in poverty requires raising income levels of the poor and many Catalogue 
nonprofits are working hard to improve the economical status of the disenfranchised, particularly 
in urban slums, rural areas, and where there is a greater presence of backward castes and tribes. As 
policy makers and communities aim to advance development of human capital, critical 
infrastructure, regional competiveness, social inclusion, health, safety and literacy, nonprofits 
provide critical advocacy and support around tribal, artisan, migrant, livelihood and slum issues and 
integrated development. They deliver social services to address health, hygiene, and sanitation 
issues and provide nonformal education and training to develop basic and essential skills around 
computer and microcredit. They advance small scale industries, agriculture, and cooperatives and 
work to ensure watershed development, drought proofing, and innovative technologies. Improving 
conditions for India's poorest citizens is paramount to economic development and community- 
based efforts which seek to address critical issues such as water management may offer the greatest 
promise for overall sustainability. Inevitably, it will be the sustained and concerted actions of all 
sectors in India that lift up and reduce the number of poor people across one sixth of the world 
population that can ensure substantial and positive impact around the globe. 
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Education And Culture  

Literacy and level of education are indicators and predictors of the level of development a society will 
achieve. While a well-educated and skilled workforce is paramount to building a thriving and healthy 
India, huge disparities still exist today between genders, between caste groups, between income 
classes and between rural and urban areas. Primary education is obligatory and free in India to 14 
years and while school enrollment is on the rise, difficulty of access, especially for those who are 
living in slums or isolated villages, and the poverty of many families results in children working 
instead of going to school. Even though laggard districts and states in India have been making 
progress and literacy rates, for both males and females, have risen over time, there is still much room 
for improvement. The practice of child labor in India and resistance to sending girls to school in 
several parts of the country remain as genuine concerns. Today, a considerable proportion of the 
adult workforce is currently ill-equipped and/or ineligible for skilled and semiskilled jobs. Nonprofits 
are working with children and adults in some of India's poorest areas, providing them with academic 
education and vocational training so they have a means of supporting themselves and escaping 
extreme poverty, teaching them skills and knowledge to protect their own rights and develop into 
respected and productive citizens of society. Supporting education and literacy in challenged regions, 
providing special provisions for physically and mentally challenged children, involving and 
instructing parents on how to best meet their child's needs, educating community members about 
their rights to safe water and sanitation and training groups in how to engage government officials to 
seek change are among programs aiming to help impoverished communities from the poorest 
regions of India escape poverty and claim their right to education and a better future. 
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Social And Environmental Sustainability 
 

While social justice in all its forms and to all citizens was regarded as fundamental to what India's 
founding fathers prescribed for the country; the reality is, India has much catching up to do to the 
vision. Environmental justice remains one of the primary causes of disease, health issues and long 
term livelihood impact. Food security and safe drinking water are starting points for the removal 
of poverty in India and without them the right to life loses meaning. Air pollution, water pollution 
and garbage are not conducive to life or sustainable development, and whereas Article 14 of the 
Indian Constitution guarantees every person equality before the law and equal protection of the 
law and fundamental rights, the social and economic justice guaranteed to all citizens continues to 
elude majority of the people comprising of women, the Scheduled Castes, the Scheduled Tribes, 
backward classes, unorganized workers and the poor. Despite almost seven decades of industrial 
growth, realization of basic socio-economic rights such as food, water, shelter, clothing, education 
and a clean environment has not kept pace. Mortality rates for women and infants remain high, 
reflecting the income and education of the parents, the prevalence of malnutrition and disease, 
availability of sanitation and health facilities and the position of women and the unequal 
opportunities for survival faced by the child. The death of woman during pregnancy is not only a 
health issue but also a matter of social justice. The reduction in the level of child malnutrition has 
been painfully slow and even primary health care like immunization is not accessible to all in 
India. In reality, the humanistic ideals of the Constitution and assurances provided on paper have 
remained largely unrealized. Nonprofits addressing environmental justice and social equity issues 
in India are essential to operationalising the promises of 1950. 
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Organizational Categories  

Agastya International Foundation People Tree Foundation 
 

   

A Hundred Hands Premaanjali 
 

 

 

 

BalSambal Purnapramati 
 

 

 

 

Bangalore Speech and Hearing Trust Red Dot Foundation 
 

  

 

 

Colours of Life Shanti Bhavan 
 

 

 

 

Diya Foundation Smile Foundation 
 

  

 

   

Dystrophy Annihilation Research Trust Spandana 
 

 

 

 

Hope Trust The Anonymous Indian Charitable Trust 
 

 

 

 

Indian Foundation for Safe Blood is a Bangalore The Subramaniam Foundation 
 

 

 

   

Industree Foundation TIDE 
 

 

 

 

Kalkeri Sangeet Vidyalaya Tamahar 
 

 

 

 

Meghshala 
Ujwal Trust (Srishti school of Art Design and 
Technology) 

 

  

 

 

Om Shantidhama Unnati 
 

 

 

 

Paraspara Trust Vrutti 
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A Hundred Hands 

A Hundred Hands is a not for profit organization set up in August 2010.Aimed at 
promoting the joys of handmade crafts and helping those involved in handmade 
earn a more sustainable livelihood from their skill/ craft, A Hundred Hands runs 
several initiatives .For Crafts persons, A Hundred Hands helps them build their 

own brands (and confidence) rather than get lost in the 'unknown' craftsperson-supplier cycle through a stringent 
membership programme that works on the basis of no middlemen. Craftspersons are helped to preserve and 
promote their craft in tune with contemporary sensibilities. In line with the vision of bringing back handmade, A 
Hundred Hands also focuses on helping non craftspersons with skill training and creating a means of income for 
disadvantaged communities. 

 
Ms Mala, A Hundred Hands, 4 Ashley Road, Off MG Road, Behind Trinity Metro Station, Bangalore 560025 India.080 411 
24038 a100hands@gmail.com, http://ahundredhands.com/ 

 

Agastya 

 

Agastya International Foundation is a Bangalore based non-profit educational trust 
that seeks to transform and stimulate the thinking of economically disadvantaged 
children. Their "Science on Wheels" program is a mobile lab with hundred of hands 

on models for children to explore, touch and learn. The program has been so successful that Agastya also launched 
"Ecology on Wheels" "Math on Wheels" and "Art on Wheels". Today more than 50 mobile vans bring innovative 
education to the doorstep of Government schools in various states in India. Tapping the valuable resource of bright 
but underprivileged children and teachers in rural India, the organization provides an environment in which children 
can create, explore, seek solution and find them. 

 

Mr. Mahavir Kumar Kataria , 101,Varsav Plaza, 12 Jaymahal Main Road, Bangalore - 560046, India 
08041124132/9449596360 fmkataria@gmail.com, www.agastya.org 

 

BalSambal 

BalSambal is a Jaipur based registered non-profit organization dedicated to creating 
a place where no child is deprived of their right to a childhood or has to go without 
food and education. The mission is to nurture the helpless children with mental 

strength, social security, education, creativity, culture, ethics and most of all – a loving and caring home. The 
organization runs an orphanage for 40 children at Chandwaji, in Jaipur district which is in a widening stage to 
increase the strength to 250 children in the near future. Various activities of the trust includes Formal education, 
Personality development programs, Sports training, Employment training, Child care and Pahal – an initiative to 
educate and mentor the slum kids at Jaipur. 

 

MrPanchsheel Jain, BalSambal, S-8, Divya Mall, Tonk Road, Jaipur, Rajasthan- 302015, India, 91-94140-42398 
http://balsambal.org balsambaljpr@gmail.com, www.balsambal.org 

mailto:a100hands@gmail.com
mailto:a100hands@gmail.com
mailto:fmkataria@gmail.com
mailto:fmkataria@gmail.com
http://balsambal.org/
http://balsambal.org/
http://www.balsambal.org/
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Bangalore Speech And Hearing Trust 
 

  

Bangalore Speech and Hearing trust was established in 1977 by Dr.S.R 
Chandrashekar with a vision to make the persons with communication disorder 

self- reliant. The trust works in various fields such as developing required human resources, ensuring human rights, 
clinical facilities at low cost, setting up infrastructure, research, special education and parental training to achieve its 
vision. 

Mr. Rangasayee R, Hennur Main Road, Lingarapuram, Bangalore-560084, India +918025460405/8470 dr.srcish@gmail.com, 
www.speechear.org 

 
 

 

Colours Of Life 
 

 

Colours of life is a Bangalore based registered trust under Indian Trust Act, 1882. It 

was  started  in  2002  by  a  group  of  people  with  the  motto,  ‘doing  something 
meaningful with their lives'. The organization works closely with government 

schools to make them into institutes of excellence. Colours of life also emphasize it's focus on student's extra- 
curricular activities, character development programs, vocational training, communication skills and more. The 
mission of the organization is to form an ambience in student's home and partner government schools that would 
be supportive for learning. 

Mr Paul 16/16, 2nd Floor, Binny Crescent Road, Benson Town, Bangalore - 560 046, India, 080 - 4121 9562/9986453337, 
info@coloursoflife.co.in, www.coloursoflife.co.in 

 

Dystrophy Annihilation Research Trust 
 

 

Dystrophy Annihilation Research Trust [DART] is the first lab in India focusing on 
Muscular Dystrophy (MD). DART was founded by RS Anand who has been 
tirelessly working towards a deeper understanding of MD since discovering his son 

was affected by DMD in 2003. With India having more than 500 thousand boys with DMD it was startling that no 
proper research was being done for the same. 

 
Mr. Ravdeep. S. Anand ystrophy Annihilation Research Trust, 295, 14th Cross, RMV 2nd Stage, Dollars Colony, Sanjay Nagar, 
Bangalore 560094, India 91 98801 12725 rsanand21@gmail.com www.dartindia.in 

mailto:dr.srcish@gmail.com
http://www.speechear.org/
mailto:info@coloursoflife.co.in
mailto:info@coloursoflife.co.in
mailto:rsanand21@gmail.com
mailto:rsanand21@gmail.com
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Diya Foundation 
 

  

Diya Foundation (DIYA) is a Vocational Training Center cum Sheltered Workshop 
in Bangalore providing training and employment to differently abled individuals. 

Founded in 1999, DIYA is a registered charitable Trust. The idea for the center grew out of a growing need for 
vocational training once basic schooling is completed. At Diya training is provided in Daily Living Skills, Personal 
Social skills, Communication Skills, Work skills and Occupational Guidance and Preparation. 

Ms. Maria S. Santamaria 21, C.K. Garden, St. Thomas Town-Bangalore - 560084, India 91 80 25475528/ 91 9880052833 
sarah@diyafoundation.com www.diyafoundation.com 

 

Hope Trust 
 

 

Hope Trust is a Non - Governmental Organization in Bangalore, founded in 2001. 
Presently, the programs under Hope entail Hope Lions Home, a shelter home for 
children between age group of 6 – 25 years from North-East. The goal is to 

empower and improve the life of the disadvantaged young people from the state of Manipur where the escalating 
scenario of the number of insurgent outfits has been the direct product of the frustration in the youth of the state. 
Hope Trust believes that with right education and proper trainings, they can change the course of the path for the 
youths. Also, with the conviction that venturing out is part of the empowerment program that enables 
understanding of the world around them better. Bangalore was selected as project location, keeping in mind the 
conducive environment such as the vast opportunities for placement and availability of professional trainers. 

Mr. Seikhojang Haokip, # 2, 5th Cross, Anjinappa Layout, Kothanur Post, Bangalore-560077, India, 9902933690 
obedhaokip68@gmail.com www. hopelionshome.org 

 

IFSB 
 

 

India Foundation for Safe Blood is a Bangalore based Non Profit Organization, 
registered under Section 8 of Companies Act. The Directors are Mr. Sumit Bagaria 
and Mr. Sourit Chakroborty. The main objective of the Foundation is to promote 

and engage in organizing, encouraging, creating awareness, and ensuring safe blood transfusions and prevention and 
detection of transfusion transmissible infections. In order to achieve this objective, IFSB organises events for 
creating awareness amongst the professionals, technicians and paramedics and medical students, who are directly 
dealing with the process of blood transfusion, about the recent technological advancements in the field of blood 
transfusion practices. 

Mr. Sumit Bagaria Indian Foundation for Safe Blood, 3rd Floor, Site No. 26, Opp: Indian Oil Petrol Bunk, New BEL Road, Near 
M.S.Ramaih Hospital, Bangalore-560054, India 080-4215 1017, 4215 1018 contactus@ifsb.in www.gurudakshina.org 

 

mailto:sarah@diyafoundation.com
mailto:sarah@diyafoundation.com
mailto:obedhaokip68@gmail.com
mailto:obedhaokip68@gmail.com
http://www/
mailto:contactus@ifsb.in
mailto:contactus@ifsb.in
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ISPTD 

 
Indian Society for Performers and Teachers of Dance (ISPTD) is a Bangalore based 
Trust started in the year 2005. ISPTD is involved in skill based dance form. It is also 
involved in employability of young adults from socio economically vulnerable sections 

using dance as a medium. 
 

ISPTD trains talented young adults who have dropped out of the education system to become professional dancers 
or dance teachers and place them in schools, dance schools, dance ensembles and in the movie industry. 

Mr.Lourd Vijay , Director,402, 4th floor, 64/1, Grape Garden Enclave, 1st cross, Vivekanand Nagar, Bangalore – 560033 India 
98450 15123 lourdvijay@gmail.com 
 

 

 

 

Industree Foundation 
 

 

Established in 2000, Industree Foundation holistically tackles the root causes of 
poverty by creating an ownership based, organised creative manufacturing 
ecosystem for microentrepreneurs. Industree Foundation's comprehensive 

approach helps communities assess their traditional skill base, organise them into production units, develop products 
that appeal to modern markets, and create consistent demand to create sustainable businesses at the lowest possible 
costs. This approach has tripled the incomes of artisans in non-farm occupations by leveraging their artisanal skills 
and integrating them into the creative industries sector. Industree Foundation believes that if the poor have access to 
sustained and consistent demand for their products and services and are provided with an enabling ecosystem, they 
can integrate into the formal economy and lift themselves out of poverty. The Foundation has reached 30,000 
women artisans across India and Africa, through collaborative efforts with organisations like The Future group, 
IKEA, The Commonwealth Secretariat, Grassroots Business Fund and National Skill Development Corporation 

Ms Ganga Madappa, Industree Foundation, AGR Industrial Area, 36/5, Somasundarpalya, HSR Sector II,Bangalore – 560102, 
India 9902327538 ganga@industree.org.in www.industree.org.in 

 

 

Kalkeri Sangeet Vidyalaya 
 

 

KalkeriSangeetVidyalaya (KSV), established in November 2002 empowers, 
supports and encourages children from socially marginalized and economically 
disadvantaged backgrounds to realize their full potential and attain a better life. The 

school is set in a rural location just out the village of Kalkeri, 17kms from Dharwad, a Tier II city in Northwest 
Karnataka. In a peaceful and rural setting, it is a residential school that provides an intensive and comprehensive 
educational program of academics and the performing arts, a nutritious diet and adequate healthcare facilities. 
Through their achievements at KSV, students will be in a position to attain more meaningful livelihoods, thereby 
breaking the cycle of persistent poverty and thus creating a better future for themselves, their families and their 
communities. Currently there are 250 children at the school, aged between 6 and 23 years old. 

Mr. Adam Woodward, KalkeriSangeetVidyalaya, At Post Kalkeri, Dharwad District, Karnataka, 580007, India 9591842921 
adam@ksv.org.in www.ksv.org.in 

mailto:lourdvijay@gmail.com
mailto:ganga@industree.org.in
mailto:ganga@industree.org.in
mailto:adam@ksv.org.in
mailto:adam@ksv.org.in
http://www.ksv.org.in/
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Meghshala 
 

  

Sometimes it's not the students but the education which fails. Meghashala builds on 
that idea by providing a platform that equips teachers to "supercharge their 
teaching potential". The platform, called "Clood On", is a super-flexible cloud 

program designed to make each lesson count. By breaking down the national curriculum into individual lessons and 
providing teachers with computers and solar powered projectors, the organization hopes that the application of 
innovative technology will improve the quality and effectiveness of education. 

Ms.Jyoti Thyagarajan 1/6, 1st Floor, Maruthi Mansion, Assaye Road, Ulsoor, Bengaluru - 560042, India 9945195551 
jyoti@meghshala.org www.meghshala.org 

 

 

Om Shanthidhama 
 

  

Om Shantidhama is a Registered Charitable Trust (1991) – and is an unique 
combination of Spiritual, Education, ayurvedic & Service Projects.Vedas are the 
source of supreme knowledge. The concept of Universal Man originated from the 

Vedas. Their primary objective is to create Universal Man. This can be accomplished by the study of the Vedas. Om 
Shantidhama provides educational, medical and spiritual services to all people without any discrimination on 
grounds of caste, creed, colour, religion, language, nationality etc. No one be denied the opportunity to acquire 
knowledge to realise the highest in life is the philosophy of this vedic world project.Om Shantidhama, thus stands, 
before you as a symbol of international integration, national solidarity and universal brotherhood. 
Mr.Satyavratha No. 3371, 13th cross, KR Road, II Main, Shastri Nagar, Bangalore -560028 - 560078, India 080-2676 1057, 
2676 8866 admin@omshantidhama.in www.omshantidhama.wordpress.com 

 

PAPCP 

 

Parents Association of Persons with Cerebral Palsy and Associated Disorders 
(PAPCP) is a registered NGO established in 2003. It is home to people with 
cerebral palsy, mild to severe mental retardation, Down’s syndrome, multiple 
disabilities and autism (spectrum disorders). It is a registered society run by Parents 
of afflicted adults above 18years. 

PAPCP runs a Day Care Center–a place where people with above disabilities come together every day , are trained and 
engaged in activities that keep them occupied, productive and earns them a monthly income.  
 

a. The Activity & Therapy Center provides a supportive and therapeutic environment for adults with moderate to 

severe developmental disabilities. The Center offers much needed therapies including yoga, music, movement, 

art and physiotherapy to all adults in this program. 

b. The Sheltered Workshop trains and engages adults with medium and higher ability in different vocations 

leading to production of saleable products. 

Ms. Sudha Ravikumar, PAPCP, Mini Bal Bhawan, Jeevanbhima Nagar, Bangalore – 560 075 Email : papcp.org@gmail.com, 
website : www.papcp.org, Mob : 8762556616 

mailto:jyoti@meghshala.org
mailto:jyoti@meghshala.org
mailto:admin@omshantidhama.in
mailto:admin@omshantidhama.in
mailto:papcp.org@gmail.com
http://www.papcp.org/
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Paraspara Trust 
 

  

According to UNICEF, an estimated 28 million children in India between the ages 
of 5 and 14 engage in work. In 1996, Paraspara Trust, a voluntary organization, was 
set up to work toward non-exploitative society by making interventions in the area 

of child labor, child rights, women's rights and human rights, Child labor laws in India, while promoting the idea as 
an "entrepreneurial spirit" among children, actually unravel years of progress for underserved kids, increases school 
drop-out rates and allows business owners to benefit from cheap labor. Paraspara Trust initiated bridge schools to 
rehabilitate 100 child laborers in Bangalore city. It also succeeded in making and declaring 10 'child-labor-free-slum 
communities' and documentation is under process to advocate with state and national governments to eradicate or 
improve child labor laws. Paraspara Trust also runs an adoption center for children in Nelamangala taluk. 

Mr. KC Venkatesh No.45, 1st Floor, 2nd Cross, Amba Bhavani Layout, Near Sambhram College, Vidyaranyapura Post, 
Bangalore - 560097, India 9482216080 /9945210502 paraspara2001@yahoo.com www.paraspara.org 

 

 

People Tree Foundation 
 

  

People Tree Foundation, in association with People Tree Hospitals, is committed 
to improving access to high quality, compassionate medical care and empowering 
communities through health awareness and education. Providing facilities and 

resources to those who might otherwise go uniformed or untreated, People Foundation provides health support to 
both rural and urban populations through health screenings and educational camps and resources. The foundation 
supports no-cost and subsidized surgical procedures for those who cannot afford them. Offering education around 
vital topics such as essential newborn care, child nutrition, child safety through and women's health issues through 
their Patient Education Series (PEdS) as well as PANORAMA training to clinicians, People Foundation works to 
promote a disease and disability free India and envisions a country where all people can lead healthy and happy lives. 

Dr. Chandrasekar #2, Tumkur Road, (Opp. Taj Vivanta, Yeshwantpur), Gorguntepalya, Bangalore - 560022, India 91 
9845853344 foundation@peopletreehospitals.com www.peopletreefoundation.in 

mailto:paraspara2001@yahoo.com
mailto:paraspara2001@yahoo.com
mailto:foundation@peopletreehospitals.com
mailto:foundation@peopletreehospitals.com
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Purnapramati 
 

 

Satyatirtha Foundation was registered as a non-profit organization in 2010 started 
an initiative named Purnapramati, a center for integrated learning. Purnapramati is 
working with a vision of "Parampara-Bija-Rakhsa", to revive traditional Indian 

knowledge systems, and to innovate their contemporary applications. Purnapramati has identified "integrated 
learning" as approach to realise vision of Bija-Raksha. It provides platform to learn both traditional and modern 
knowledge systems with equal rigor, starting from pre-schooling years. Pedagogy in Purnapramati is inspired 
primarily by Gururkula and Montessori systems. It aims to empower students by providing all round education so 
that they can deal with challenges with greater skills and clarity. Purnapramati currently has two functioning units: a 
K-12 day-boarding school with integrated learning environment, and residential Gurukula located in South 
Bangalore atMagadi Road. Our schools do not have classrooms. We use formal and informal methods so that 
students can concentrate on learning rather than worry about formalities. They are free to discuss, argue or teach 
with teachers, students and guest faculty. Students learn variety of subjects including art forms and philosophies. We 
have replaced exams with less stressful Avalokanas. We engage all senses to learn- by touch, by smell, by sight, by 
listening and by doing. We are child centric school and we try to do what we can do best for our students. Our 
focuses are: A. Learning outcomes B. Clarity of thought C. Integrate knowledge streams D. Community 
participation 

Mr. G Sreenivasa, Purnapramati ,80/a, 12th Cross Road, Ganapathi Nagar, Banashankari Stage I, Banashankari, Bengaluru, 
Karnataka 560085, India,08026743040 vedagarbha@purnapramati.in purnapramati.in 

 

 
 

 

 

Red Dot Foundation (Safecity) 
 

 

Red Dot Foundation is a Mumbai based Sec 8 Not for Profit Company with a 
leading program called Safecity. Safecity is a platform that crowd sources personal 

stories of sexual harassment and abuse in public space to use this data for awareness and policy initiatives. The 
mission of the program is to make the cities safer by encouraging equal access to public spaces for everyone 
especially women, through the use of crowd sourced data and technology. The initiative was launched on 26 Dec 
2012 and collected over 10,000 stories from over 50 cities in India Kenya Cameroon and Nepal. 

Ms. Elsa Marie D'Silva, 7 Sea View, Four Bungalows, Andheri Wens, Mumbai - 400053, India, 91 9867644975 
Info@safecity.in www.safecity.in 

mailto:vedagarbha@purnapramati.in
mailto:Info@safecity.in
mailto:Info@safecity.in
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Premaanjali 
 

 

Premaanjali means 'Offering of love' and this is what their programs and activities 
focused around the homeless, destitute & deprived children and also the visually 
impaired strive to deliver. At MANE, their fully-equipped home in JP Nagar, 

Bangalore, several destitute and homeless children live and blossom. Premaanjali provides support around their 
holistic development through a plethora of activities like camps, training's, outings, yoga, exposure to art and theatre 
etc. While the children's formal education is done through nearby schools the personal involvement and support of 
the trustees and their families help them thrive. Financial assistance is provided for their schooling and guidance and 
supports are offered to promote effective parenting and development. A Montessori Pre-School, the latest project of 
Premaanjali, aims to help tiny tots of the nearby slums develop a healthy foundation before their formal schooling 
begins. 

Mr. Balakrishna Hegde # N-3, LIC Policy Holders Colony,24th Main Road, 1st Phase J.P Nagar, Bangalore 560078, India 080- 
26654682/ 42450000 premaanjali@charteredhousing.com www.shantibhavanonline.org 

 

 
 

 

Shanthi Bhavan 
 

 

Shanti Bhavan's mission is to develop the most vulnerable and disadvantaged 
children of India's "lowest caste" by providing them world- class education and 
instilling globally shared values to enable them to aspire to careers and professions 

of their choice. By providing a holistic, high quality focused education to children at a beautiful boarding school 
campus, Shanti Bhavan is a beacon of hope that shines a path of opportunity for these children. It is an oasis built 
within the confines of crushing poverty supported by a devoted administration and global network of volunteers. 
Children served by Shanti Bhavan see that a better world isn't just an idea but a real possibility. 

Ms. Shanti Jayanthashri 502, 5th C Main, 5th Cross, HRBR layout, 2nd Blk, Kalyannagar, Bangalore - 560043, India 
9901077872/9738015070 shantijsri@gmail.com www.shantibhavanonline.org 

 

 

Smile Foundation 
 

   

Smile Foundation is a national development organization directly benefitting over 
300,000 children and their families annually in more than 700 remote villages and 
slums across 25 states of India. Through 158 welfare projects focused on education 

education, healthcare, livelihood and women empowerment, Smile Foundation's lifecycle approach with intensive 
programs addresses not only the needs of children and their families but the community at large. To achieve their 
mission goals, Smile Foundation has evolved as an Education NGO, Livelihood NGO, Medical NGO, as well as 
NGO for Women Empowerment. 

Mr. Pradeep 71, Dickenson Road, Bangalore - 560042, India 080-41320797 bangalore@smilefoundationindia.org 
www.smilefoundationindia.org 

mailto:premaanjali@charteredhousing.com
mailto:premaanjali@charteredhousing.com
mailto:shantijsri@gmail.com
mailto:shantijsri@gmail.com
mailto:bangalore@smilefoundationindia.org
http://www.smilefoundationindia.org/
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Spandana 
 

 

Spandana is a home for orphans in Hyderabad, established in 1999 by a couple Uttam 
Kumar and Shobha Rani with a mission to provide a healthy and happy childhood to 
abandoned children, in order to build them a great future with love, education and care. 

Unlike other organizations Spandana remains as a family with over 70 orphans, street children, victims of child labor and 
abuse. The home provides value based education and care that may enhance the self-esteem and confidence of the orphans to 
build a productive future. 

Mrs. Shobha Rani, 12-1-88/B/8/1, Road No: 3, Krushi Nagar Colony, Bandlaguda, Near Nagole, Ranga Reddy District, Hyderabad - 
500068, Andhra Pradesh, India, +91-9652807354/9394749154 Shobha@spandanaindia.in www.spandanasociety.in 

 

 

 

The Anonymous Indian Charitable Trust (TAICT) 
 

 

The Anonymous Indian Charitable Trust (TAICT) constituted in November 2007, has 
fostered many projects over the years, beginning with 'Reclaim Bengaluru, It's Yours', the 
largest volunteer-based clean-up drive the city had ever seen. This soon 

lead to the conception of the Solid Waste Management Round Table (SWMRT), an organisation bringing together the 
environmental activists of Bangalore, to work collaboratively, and implement their ideas through systematic and legal means. 
TAICT is currently working primarily on the Eco Gram, Eco Farm, and the Brickworks projects. Eco Gram aims to provide a 
comprehensive waste processing facility to accommodate waste from 11 villages in the Bettahalasur area, as well as to 
accommodate the rapid growth in residential complexes, factories, and businesses in the area. In accordance with this effort,  
Eco Gram is encouraging farmers around the area to convert and replace their Eucalyptus plantations with more sustainable 
crops of the same or higher return value. Functioning in the same area in north Bangalore, Eco Farm is all about reviving and 
reinventing traditional sustainable farming practices, in order to address the increasing depletion of India's soil and the 
groundwater table. Using the concepts of Permaculture, Rainwater Harvesting, and Recycling, the farm is used as a tool to 
show small farmers how to achieve higher efficiency and productivity in their lands, using sustainable methods. 

Ms. Myriam, The Anonymous Indian Charitable Trust, W 202, Sunrise Chambers, 22, Ulsoor Road, Bengaluru, Karnataka 560043,India, 
08012345678/9741544685 myriam.taict@gmail.com www.taict.org 

 

The Subramaniam Foundation 
 

 

Based in Bangalore and founded in 2005, The Subramaniam Foundation is a registered 
charitable trust whose mission is to promote music, performing arts and culture. Today it 
administers the Lakshminarayana Global Music Festival, the first 

of its kind in India and one of the largest global music festivals in the world, having presented performances in over 55 cities 
across 22 countries, with audiences of up to 200,000 at a single event. The festival aims to promote peace, cooperation and 
understanding through the performing arts, and to create a platform for global collaboration. Concerts are open to the public. 
The Foundation also administers the Subramaniam Academy of Performing Arts (established in 2007) and issues scholarships 
to deserving students of music. As part of its outreach the Subramaniam Foundation provides pensions and medical expenses 
to elderly musicians and works with the children of the Lakshmamma Orphanage. 

Ms. Bindu #3, Postal Colony Layout,Sanjay Nagar, I Main,Bangalore - 560094, India 8861302886/08023515622 
sapa.bangalore@gmail.com www.sapaindia.com 

mailto:Shobha@spandanaindia.in
mailto:Shobha@spandanaindia.in
mailto:myriam.taict@gmail.com
mailto:myriam.taict@gmail.com
mailto:sapa.bangalore@gmail.com
mailto:sapa.bangalore@gmail.com
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Technology Informatics Design Endeavour 
 

   

TIDE (Technology Informatics Design Endeavour) works to promote sustainable 
development through technological interventions. Some focus areas of the 
organization include producing energy-efficient biomass based stoves, dryers and 

kilns using a wide variety of fuel for both domestic and commercial applications; rain water harvesting and steam 
distillation units for agricultural uses. By building networks and partnerships, training, researching and matching the 
needs of a specific community with technology available to improve performance and increase production, Tide acts 
as the bridge between the community and the technology. Training and incubating women-driven rural enterprises 
around innovative technologies, Tide aims to improve livelihoods, facilitate economic and social empowerment, and 
advance energy conservation and environmental sustainability. Over the last two decades, TIDE has worked on over 
200 projects experimenting with about 30 technologies and products, resulting in an annual saving of about 30,000 
tons of firewood and about 45,000 tons of CO2 emissions. TIDE entrepreneurs have had a total turnover of more 
than seven crores and carned profits of about one crore. TIDE's methodology has been profiled as 'Best practice' by 
UNDP in the area of Energy access to poor. 

Ms. Sumathy #19, 9th cross, 6th main, Malleswaram, Bangalore - 560003, India 80-23315656/23462032 
ksumathykrishnan@gmail.com www.tide-india.org 

 

Tamahar 
 

 
 

TAMAHAR, is a not for profit organization registered under Indian Trust Act on 
22nd March 2010 working for the service of children with special needs. Special 

Needs includes a wide amount of issues related to brain damage, for example 

Cerebral Palsy, Autism Spectrum Disorders, Genetic Disorders such as Rett Syndrome, Lysosomal Storage 
Disorders, and more. Currently working with children youth and adults- over 60 in Bangalore, 25 in Hutti and 10 in 
Pali (Rajasthan), between the ages of 0 to 21 years old, who come from all socio-economic backgrounds; through the 
medium of holistic developmental intervention (combination of occupational therapy, speech therapy, 
physiotherapy), arts and basic education. 

Vaishali Pai 301, 23 Venkat Vihar,12th Main, 15th Cross Road,Malleswaram, Bangalore 560 055, India +91 96633 25766 
tamahar@gmail.com www.tamahar.org 

 

 

Ujwal Trust 
 

 ( Srishti School of Art Design and Technology) 

Srishti School of Art Design and Technology has become one of the premier art 
and design colleges in India and the world. An institution which engages with the 
arts and culture at many levels. Srishti supports, through its Artist-in-Residence 

and Research Associate programmes, the creation of new and critical works in the field of art and culture. It is a 
place of design practice, where students and faculty work on real-world projects. It is also a college where liberal 
arts-based education in art, design and technology is delivered at the postsecondary level by committed and highly 
qualified Indian and international faculty who represent the best in both practice and pedagogy. 

Ms. Arzu Mistry C.A. Site No.16, Yelahanka New Town, Doddaballapur Road, (Opp. Wheel & Axle Plant), Bangalore 
560106, India 08040447000/9449156776 arzu@srishti.ac.in www.srishti.ac.in 

mailto:ksumathykrishnan@gmail.com
mailto:ksumathykrishnan@gmail.com
mailto:tamahar@gmail.com
mailto:tamahar@gmail.com
mailto:arzu@srishti.ac.in
mailto:arzu@srishti.ac.in
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Unnati 
 

 

From a two room rented space ch trained 70 youths per year in 2003 to a state-of- 
the-art facility training more than 600 youths per year, Unnati does not 
discriminate based on gender, caste, or religion. Offering free training to underpri- 

-vileged youths over the age of 18, Unnnati teaches them to "Learn, Earn and Stand Tall". Having placed over 2,000 
youths in permanent employment in the corporate sector, Unnati envisio s helping 1,000,000 youths become 
employed by 2020. 40% of Unnati students are female 

Mr. Ramesh Swamy Temple Road, Sadananda Nagar, NGEF East, Bangalore - 560038, India -∙ 25384642/9844085864∙ 
rameshswamy@unnatiblr.org www.unnatiblr.org 

 

 

Vrutti 
 

  

Vrutti is a Centre for Sustainable Livelihoods, building wealth and resilience of 
small producers and vulnerable communities through transformative livelihood 

solutions, since 2002. Vrutti strongly believes in collaborative Impact and building 

ecosystem solutions that address the needs of people in a holistic way. Through its '3Fold Model' Vrutti has 
impacted over 120,000 smallholder farmers, established 90-odd Producer Companies and continues to support 
them. Vrutti also supports over 130,000 people who are marginalised and vulnerable to HIV, over 500 micro small 
and medium enterprises, and about 40,000 marine fisherfolk.Vrutti also supports many organisations in the 
livelihoods sector in strengthening their strategies and capacities in impacting and scaling interventions. Vrutti has 
been member and co-creators of networks and contributes to the policy level both at state and national levels. Vrutti 
has partnered with Mindtree in co-creating IGotCrops as an effective digital platform to augment 3Fold Model and 
with Social Venture Partners to leverage expertise in business modeling and scale thinking. Please read more about 
Vrutti at http://www.vrutti.org.Vrutti is compliant with Section - 12 A and Section - 80 G of the Income Tax Act, 
1961 and Foreign Contribution Regulation Act (FCRA) of 1976. 

Mr Arunabha Bhattacharya, Vrutti, No.25, AECS Layout, Ashwathnagar, Bangalore - 560094, India, 91-80-23419616, 
arunabha@vrutti.org, www.vrutti.org 

mailto:rameshswamy@unnatiblr.org
mailto:rameshswamy@unnatiblr.org
http://www.vrutti.org.vrutti/
mailto:arunabha@vrutti.org
mailto:arunabha@vrutti.org
http://www.vrutti.org/
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Corporate Social Responsibility is a 
wonderful gift for a grateful society. 

 
 

 

 
 

Vardaan understand how this gift 
is to be professionally managed 

 

 

 
Vardaan Advisors Pvt. Ltd. 

#41, Patalamma Temple Street, 
Near South-end Circle, 

Basavanagudi, 
Bangalore - 5600027 

 

Phone: +91 80 4220 2020 
Email: info@vardaan.co 

 

mailto:info@vardaan.co
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